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INTRODUCTION

Computer Science (CS) is a field that is constantly going through rapid growth and

change. With this rapid growth, the impact CS makes on everyday life has also grown. People

are using the internet on average 7 hours a day at this point, and 96.6% of internet users aged

16-64 own a mobile phone (Kemp, 2022). So it can be seen with the obvious impacts like

iPhones and social media; however, software can influence everyday life more than just that

because so much of today is powered through software. With the field of computer science

becoming so much more impactful, the ethical implications in the field of CS are becoming

increasingly more important, and thus the education of CS must also become better as well. This

is because if new software engineers are to be wielding such power in this field they must be

educated in ethics to ensure that the software they are creating does not negatively impact

society. Overall, the goal of this study is to look at the social factors of ethics education in

computer science and this will be done using the social construction of technology (SCOT)

framework. Ultimately, the ethics curriculum in this case will be the technology that is

influenced and shaped by relevant social groups such as CS professors, colleges, CS students,

current software engineers and policy makers. These are the social groups that have and will

continue to influence ethics curriculum in computer science.

CURRENT PROBLEMS

Ethics in software engineering has always been a pressing topic because of how much

software affects society. For example, there are many ethical dilemmas facing software engineers

today such as privacy, algorithmic bias, and data collection (Sweeney, 2022). Furthermore, even

if a person makes a great app it runs the danger of the app becoming too addictive which can
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lead to disastrous consequences such as a lot of the problems with social media (Lawton, 2020).

So, it is important to get to the root of this beginning with the education of software engineers on

ethics (Narayanan & Vallor, 2014, p. 23). Gülcan in particular emphasizes the importance of

ethics and its education as education is more than just concepts but becoming a better human

(2014, 2625). It is imperative that future software engineers are taught ethics and while many

computer science programs have classes for ethics it is necessary to find the best way to

implement ethics into computer science education.

There is an ongoing conversation on how exactly to implement ethics in schools; for

example, The University of Virginia which has classes just for ethics on the side and not included

within the core CS curriculum (University of Virginia, 2022). This is done in the form of

Science, Technology and Society (STS) classes which have the goal of teaching ethics to all

engineers by educating students on the relationship of technology and society. However, Melo

and de Sousa (2017) are critical of this and say ethics needs to be implemented within the

computer science classes themselves (p. 45). A new curriculum made a suggestion similar to this

as it said to implement ethics within the core computer science classes (Hadfield et al., 2019).

This is seen in Figure 1, where there are many differing ideas on how to implement ethics into

the computer science curriculum and whether to just have classes on the side or have the core CS

classes themselves have ethics within them. This subject needs further research as there is no

consensus on what method of teaching ethics is the most effective for students. It is imperative to

learn a better method for the teaching of ethics in CS as it will lead to future software engineers

being ethical in their futures. This has a massive impact as it will lead to more ethical

technologies being created than what were created previously.
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Figure 1: Differing Ideas On Ethics In CS Curriculum. The figure illustrates the differing ideas
on how to implement ethics into the core computer science curriculum. This is seen as the circle
on the left is completely separate from ethics while the circle on the right it is shown that ethics
and core CS curriculum are to be taught together. (Koehler 2022).

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF TECHNOLOGY

Social construction of technology is the STS framework that will be used to analyze this

problem. SCOT states that human action is what shapes technology not the other way around

which is what the theory of technological determinism states. An important concept for SCOT is

interpretative flexibility which means that each technology has a different interpretation for

various groups. The relevant social groups to look at in the case of teaching ethics to computer

science students would then be the CS professors, colleges, CS students, current software

engineers and policy makers. These different groups all shape how exactly ethics is taught to

computer science students and have different ways they interact with this teaching of ethics from

being a producer of this like professors or being a user like the students. Also, some groups such

as software engineers are not directly users or producers of the technology but still have a

massive effect on how exactly ethics will be taught to computer science students. A core concept

of interpretive flexibility is the problems and conflicts that come from the relevant social groups.

This is very clear in the case of teaching ethics because each social group has certain preferences
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on how ethics should be taught, and this conflict needs to be resolved someway. SCOT also has

another important concept such as closure which can apply here as ethics in computer science as

it is very likely that as these conflicts between the social groups resolve a new redefinition of the

problem of ethics curriculum can arise. Overall, SCOT looks at how different groups can shape

technology, and in this paper SCOT will specifically be used to look at how various social

groups shape how ethics is taught to computer science students.

PROFESSORS

The first social group to look at are professors as they have a profound impact on ethics

learning of students. The professors can be seen as the producers of the technology in this case as

they produce the ethics curriculum for students to consume. They shape ethics by generally

creating the curriculum in their classes; however, how exactly computer science ethics is

implemented can vary for many reasons. For example, Hadfield et al. are professors that have

proposed a curriculum that implements ethics within core computer science classes themselves

(2019). This would mean CS professors would have to be the professors to teach ethics to CS

students, but this would be a hard adjustment for CS professors because they generally have

expertise in computer science, but they do not have expertise in ethics and generally leave this

teaching for ethics professors. This happens at The University of Virginia where the usage of

STS (science, technology and society) classes are used to teach engineering students ethics

(University of Virginia, 2022). While this could be beneficial because the teaching of ethics by

ethics professors is very likely to be much better than a CS professor, this type of approach does

lack the ability to break down ethics cases that have specific computer science implications. This

is an important point and is why many professors have proposed, such as Melo and de Sousa,
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that ethics must be included within the general CS curriculum a student takes because these

specific cases must be covered (2017, p. 45). This emphasizes interpretive flexibility as

professors in this instance are able to shape how students consume ethics learning, but they do

not hold all the power as there are other social groups that also shape computer science ethics

learning. Overall, professors as stakeholders want to educate their students the best they can,

which is their ultimate goal, but clearly they have differing opinions on how exactly best to

educate their students. As the producers of ethics curriculum, professors have immense power in

shaping ethics learning in computer science.

COLLEGES

Colleges are another relevant group that can influence computer science ethics

curriculum. This is because colleges are ultimately the ones responsible to employ professors and

make the decision on what exactly it takes for certain majors to graduate. For example, as

discussed before The University of Virginia has separate classes for ethics learning for their

computer science students. However, at The University of Southern California (USC) there are

not any of these additional ethics classes; therefore, all ethics learning for CS students would

have to be done during their CS classes (University of Southern California, 2023). This points

out one of the key components of interpretative flexibility which creates the problems and

conflicts between social groups. This is because while many CS professors may want to educate

their students in ethics, some colleges can take this away by adding separate ethics classes which

should do the bulk of ethics learning. Since colleges can choose what classes a student must take

to graduate, they can have an immense impact on how CS students learn ethics. Furthermore,

colleges must make the tough decision on what exact classes a student should be required to take
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in order to graduate and whether to focus more on a student's technical skills or ethical skills.

This tradeoff is a decision these colleges make emphasizing their role in shaping how ethics is

taught to computer science students because some colleges like UVA may choose to have ethics

classes that are required for all computer science majors while colleges like USC choose to focus

on a student's technical skills.

Additionally, colleges have to grapple with the fact that ethics classes do not really work

in teaching students ethics. This was shown in a study about a business ethics class where they

found “that taking a course in ethics did not significantly affect student attitudes” (Peppas &

Diskin, 2001). While this was a business ethics class, it is quite likely that the attitudes of

computer science students could very well be the same. Colleges then must look at whether

ethics classes are even worth it in the first place or look at how to better implement ethics classes

into the curriculum in order to actively change student’s attitudes on ethics. A college’s outlook

on these issues has a massive effect on how ethical curriculum is enacted and thus shaping the

technology of ethics learning.

STUDENTS

Students are another relevant social group that shapes the computer science ethics

curriculum. Students in this case are the users of the ethics curriculum which would mean they

would want the best “product” possible. Students also have a lot of agency with choice in this

case as they can mostly choose everything from which college they attend to which professor

they take a class with. This allows each student to have agency on shaping their own ethical

learning. However, students have an even greater impact on ethics curriculum as many college

students themselves are not ethical (Boudreau, 2022). With students not being ethical, it is very
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difficult to get them to learn ethics which goes back to one of the core concepts of interpretive

flexibility which states that there are conflicts between groups that are hard to resolve and there

need to be solutions to these conflicts. The conflict here is that students are being taught to be

ethical while not being ethical themselves. However, there are some solutions to this such as

putting ethics at the forefront of discussion and encouraging ethical decision making (Boudreau,

2022). Academic integrity is important and can be accomplished through solidarity which can

make students have an appreciation for ethics and thus be open to learning ethics (Bieliauskaitė,

2021).

In a study of computer science students in a CS ethics class it was found that “despite

emphasizing ethical theories and frameworks in the course, most students did not use these

theories in their decision-making process” (Hedayati-Mehdiabadi, 2022). The study exhibits a

huge problem because as users of the “product” of ethical learning they are not utilizing the

“product” to its fullest potential. This problem shows how students affect ethical learning

because by not fully learning ethics this will cause future ethical problems which then will cause

computer science ethics learning to change once again to adapt. Furthermore, if students are not

being able to apply key concepts that are taught to them that would suggest the curriculum would

need to change. Overall, computer science students and their actions shape how computer

science ethics learning takes place.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERS

Software engineers also have an impact on computer science ethical education. This is

because they create the ethical problems that must be addressed within computer science

education. These ethical problems such as privacy data collection and algorithmic bias are just a
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few dilemmas that software engineers face daily (Sweeney, 2022). Software engineers can

routinely fail at these ethical decisions thus making it more important to not repeat these

mistakes. In order to not repeat these mistakes it is important to teach the ethics to future

software engineers so ultimately they do not make the same mistakes past software engineers

made. Software engineers affect how ethics is taught because as they grow the field new

software will be created with new ethical problems. For example, ethics of artificial intelligence

(AI) is a new problem that has not been explored much as AI is relatively new with ChatGPT

being the most recent innovation from the field of AI. AI can create malware, deep fakes and

phishing attacks so it creates a new ethical problem of how to distribute this new technology of

AI (Air et al., 2023). Another example is social media and the ethics of privacy and data

collection (Vallor, 2021). These are both newer problems that have to now be taught to computer

science students showing the impact that current software engineers have on ethics learning for

CS students. These ethical problems will continue to grow as time goes on as software becomes

more advanced which means ethics learning will have to grow as well. While current software

engineers do not directly produce ethics curriculum or learn ethics curriculum, they have a

massive impact on the ethical curriculum of computer science students.

POLICY MAKERS

Policy makers also have an influence on computer science ethical learning. This is

because even though they are not directly involved within the making of ethics curriculum they

make laws that software engineers must follow. Following laws could also be considered ethical

if using a deontological view; therefore, CS students learning laws specific to their field is

necessary to get a better understanding of ethics. Laws have already been passed such as social
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media privacy laws which is a big ethical dilemma within software engineering currently

(Thomson Reuters, 2018). The laws outline the obligations of a social media company which can

have an impact on ethical learning as these laws can be used as a baseline for ethics within

computer science. This is further seen with cryptocurrency which is a relatively new technology

that has many new laws being made to regulate it (Tarkowski & Appleton, 2023). This displays

that policy makers will always make laws to regulate any new technology thus showing their

impact in trying to impart some type of ethics onto these new technologies and how they are

used. This trickles down to ethical learning as CS students should learn about these new

regulations as many laws were made for a specific ethical reason. Ultimately, policy makers can

create laws that influence current ethics within software engineering which should then be

passed onto computer science ethical curriculum.

CLOSURE

Closure is the second stage of SCOT and it can be achieved in two ways. One is

rhetorical closure in which the social groups see the problem being solved and thus the need for

change is finished. Rhetorical closure however is not likely to be applicable in the situation of

CS ethics education as the field of CS is ever changing so the conflicts between the social groups

will likely never be solved. The second way to achieve closure is redefinition of the problem.

This on the other hand could occur as the field of computer science changes over time there may

be a massive change in the ethics of it, which can then create new conflicts for the relevant social

groups that would need to be resolved. This would redefine what exactly the problem is thus

bringing these current specific conflicts between the relevant social groups to closure.
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CONCLUSION

There are many social groups that impact how ethics is taught to computer science

students. All of the social groups previously discussed and probably many more ultimately shape

how ethics has been taught and will be taught in the future to CS students. The takeaway from

this is that to teach ethics successfully it is impossible to just look at one particular problem and

fix that problem. It would be impossible to just fix the ethics curriculum and expect ethics to be

perfectly taught to all CS students because all of these groups influence that curriculum and how

exactly ethics will be taught. It is important to focus on every relevant social group in order to

break down why exactly ethics is being taught the way it is. Once it is seen why computer

science ethics teaching is lacking then it will be much easier to come up with a solution that can

work for all relevant stakeholders.
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